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Digitization Old

Brotherhood Minute

Books
The Brotherhood House library has preserved its

Chapter minutes since 1878 till now. Keeping in view

that the Brotherhood was started in 1877 this

preservation of minutes is remarkable. The climate in

Delhi is harsh and old records and books are often

affected by dampness, termites and silver-fish. These

minutes books have survived all these except that the

pages have becomes yellow and brittle. Obviously these

will not survive anymore.

As there was no response to our appeals for help for

this work, we took a more modest course of setting up

a system by assortment of equipments. Fortunately Old

Delhi has a very interesting market where customers

never return in disappointment. For our needs the

salesmen at the wholesale shops gave us innovative

ideas to setup our own system for digitalizing process.

We procured a heavy stand with a long rod originally

meant for mounting a flash light. This we fixed

horizontally on a large tripod with a camera on one

end. For illumination we got two LED lights and placed

them right and left on two bedside lamps. Now with

adequate light we slid the tripod on a correct angel and

lowered the camera at an appropriate angel to get the

Publishing "Prayer"
"The Abhishiktananda Centre for Interreligious Dialogue"

a department of DBS, under the Direction of Swami

Atmananda who runs his own interreligious ashram in holy

city of Rishikesh, has successfully republished a small book

by Swami Abhishiktananda (1910-1973) called "Prayer"

with the Indian SPCK in New Delhi. In a way it is a new

edition as a lot of editorial work was singlehanded done by

the Director to update it and remove outdated additions

which previous editor many years ago had done. The cover

page is a beautiful picture of Swami Abhishiktananda sitting

in meditation which he undertook in a cave at Arunachala
continue on page 2 column 2......................

Ascending Lamps
The Ascension Eve Eucharist was celebrated in the

Brotherhood House garden at seven in the evening. The

morning rains took the sting the heat away turning the

evening to be a very pleasant time. The halogen lights gave

a beautiful effect to the garden with more than 150 people

from various churches had come together. The Eucharist

was concelebrated by all the Brethren and presided by the

Head. Before dinner 125 special lamps were taken up by

breeze after they were lit and floated up into the sky.  The

lamps in the evening sky looked beautiful as they sailed

away far above the trees lifted with the soft breeze. These

lights signified the Ascension.
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Fr. Jaikumar undertakes digitization work

Brethren lightning ascending lamps on Ascension Eve
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Power of

Spirituality
"DBS Recreation Centre for the Elderly" is

opened daily for the elderly of Sundernagri,

a colony of disadvantaged people east Delhi

area. The Center is used regularly by 50

elderly women and men who routinely come

to the centre. All of them are above 65 years

of age. Their different ethnicities, languages

and religions make them a very interesting

group. Recently Nittlo, an elderly woman,

joined the centre. Despite her good nature,

she remained aloof from others and for a long

time was unable to integrate with the rest of

the group. Eventually it came to light that she

was addicted to alcohol and was affected by

it most of the time. The fact was that for some

reason loneliness had affected her adversely.

However, the social workers and others

advised her to join with them in the daily

singing of the religious lyrics or bhajans with

her whole heart. This exercise gave her a

unique experience of being close to God and

soon she overcame her feeling of depression.

She did not feel the need for consuming

alcohol anymore and made friends with others

in the Centre.

People in India and overseas can help us by sending their donations through a

crossed cheque drawn in favour of “Delhi Brotherhood Society”. Contributions

from within India are entitled to Income Tax relief under Section 80G of the

Income Tax Act. 1961. Details will be found on the receipt.

1. Friends outside India can also do Bank Transfer. It is a quick and safe way to

send donations directly into the Delhi Brotherhood Society’s account by using

the following details-

Bank Name: Syndicate Bank

Branch: St. Xavier’s School, Rajniwas Marg, Delhi-110054. INDIA

Bank Swift Code: SYNBINBB126

Bank Account Number: 91152010005680

Name: Delhi Brotherhood Society

2. Friends within India can do so through RTGS and NEFT transactions as following-

Bank Name: Syndicate Bank

Branch: St. Xavier’s School, Rajniwas Marg, Delhi-110054

IFSC Code: SYNB0009115

Bank Account Number: 91152010023398

Name: Delhi Brotherhood Society

For more information on any of our projects please write or visit us.

Fr. Dr. Monodeep Daniel or Fr. Solomon George

Delhi Brotherhood Society, 7-Court Lane, Delhi-110054. INDIA

Tel: 011 23931432 fax: 011 23981025
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Special Lunch for Boys
A special Sunday lunch was organized for the boys of the Night Shelter

and Boys' Home on 26th March 2015 at the Brotherhood House

refectory. The food packets were especially prepared at the kitchen of

the State

Government

House of

the Uttar

P r a d e s h .

There were

s e v e r a l

vegetarian

i t e m s

which the

c h i l d r e n

relished. It

was an

unexpected

feast and

different from the daily staple diet. The boys wished that such pleasant

surprises could come more frequently on weekends.

Mountain of the Lord Siva. This

picture hitherto unknown but we found

it in the collection in the album which

was handed over to us by Dr. Milana

Kara Pavan which she had brought to

us from Spain. DBS is responsible to

publish the writings of Swami

Abhishiktananda as the intellectual

rights of his writings have devolved on

the DBS. Swami Abhishiktananda is

acknowledged as a deeply spiritual

Indian Christian Theologian who wrote

so much at the banks of the holy river

of Ganga. This resonates with the

desire of Bishop BF Westcott of

Durham, the founder of the

Brotherhood.

full face of each page. As the camera does not have remote to fire we

have to use the automatic button which clicks after a few minutes, so

that the manual touch is minimized.

The next problem will be to make these documents, which contain

immense historical information about

the Christian mission in Delhi accessible

to public. How do we do this? We look

forward to advice.
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Boys enjoy lunch at Brotherhood House


